2018 Federal Budget Commentary (excerpts only)

BUSINESS INCOME TAX MEASURES
Passive Investment Income Earned by Private Corporations
The Budget proposes to introduce measures to reduce perceived tax advantages where a private corporation earns passive income. The
announcement that such measures were going to be introduced was first made on July 18, 2017, along with other substantive measures
intended to reduce the ability of taxpayers to sprinkle income among family members. The Budget proposals bear little resemblance to
the measures initially announced.
The Budget proposes two sets of new provisions. One set is intended to reduce the $500,000 business limit otherwise available to a
group of associated Canadian-controlled private corporations (CCPCs) where the group earns a significant amount of passive income. The
second set reduces, but does not eliminate, the ability of a corporation to obtain refunds of refundable dividend tax on hand (RDTOH) by
paying eligible dividends as compared to non-eligible dividends.
$500,000 Business Limit Reduction
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This reduction to the business limit is based on income for the year that ended in the preceding calendar year.
This proposal will apply to taxation years that commence after 2018 with no grandfathering of passive income earned on existing
investments. Consequently, all future investment earnings will be included in this annual test, regardless of when the applicable
investments were accumulated.
Anti-avoidance measures will discourage transactions designed to delay or avoid the new rules.
Changes to RDTOH
Currently, a dividend refund is available to a corporation at the rate of 38 1/3 per cent of taxable dividends paid to the extent that there
㝀㝳 a㝙 a㞣a㝀㝒a 㝒 a㝒a㝙 㝠 ڇDTOH a㝽 㝽㜽 㝠㝯㝬㝠㝯a㝽㝀㝠㝙㤾㝳 㞪 a㝯-end. The taxable dividends paid can be either non-eligible dividends or eligible
dividends. There is a tax advantage where eligible dividends are paid.
The Budget proposes to introduce measures that will generally allow a CCPC to recoup RDTOH only on the payment of non-eligible
dividends. An exception will apply to RDTOH arising on the payment of Part IV tax on eligible portfolio dividends. Such RDTOH can be
recouped on the payment of eligible dividends.
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eligible RDTOH will include only Part IV tax paid on the receipt of eligible portfolio dividends. All other RDTOH will be included in the noneligible RDTOH account.
This measure will apply to taxation years that commence after 2018. An anti-avoidance measure will prevent the deferral of the new
measures by creating a short taxation year.

Income Sprinkling Measures
Overview
The Budget confirms that Finance will proceed with the implementation of the December 13, 2017, draft proposals that address income
sprinkling involving private corporations.
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Canadian-resident minors. It essentially taxed at the top marginal rate certain types of income that they earned. The December 13, 2017,
draft legislative proposals represent a major broadening of the old TOSI rules and will become effective as of January 1, 2018.
The proposed TOSI rules can apply to any Canadian resident, regardless of age. Further, types of income in addition to those under the
old rules described above could be caught. Th TOSI 㝯㞘㝒 㝳 㞤㝀㝒㝒 㝙㝠㝽 a㝬㝬㝒㞪 㝽㝠 㝽㜽 a㝯㝘㤾㝳-length sale of qualified small business corporation
shares (QSBC shares) that are eligible for the lifetime capital gains exemption even if the lifetime capital gains exemption is not claimed.
The taxation of capital gains from the non-a㝯㝘㤾㝳 㝒 㝙㜳㝽㜽 㝳a㝒 㝠 㝬㝯㝀㞣a㝽 㝠㝘㝬a㝙㞪 㝳㜽a㝯 㝳 㞪 a 㝘㝀㝙㝠㝯 㞤㝀㝒㝒 㝯 㝘a㝀㝙 . Further, the ability of
adults to sell QSBC shares to non-a㝯㝘㤾㝳-length parties without triggering the TOSI will remain intact. Several exclusions from TOSI must
be considered in order to determine if the tax applies. No adult of any age is subject to TOSI on income from an unrelated business. Also,
㝽㜽 㝬㝯㝠㝬㝠㝳a㝒㝳 㝀㝙㝽㝯㝠 㞘 㝳㝠㝘 㥁 㝯㝀㜳㜽㝽 㝒㝀㝙 㥂 㝽 㝳㝽㝳 a㝳 㞤 㝒㝒 a㝳 a 㜳 㝙 㝯a㝒 reasonableness test that could operate to exclude an individual from
the new TOSI rules. These tests are not mutually exclusive and vary based on the age of the individual in question.
An adult of any age will not be subject to TOSI on income derived fro

Apprenticeship Incentive Grant for Women
Current legislation provides for the Apprenticeship Completion Grant which is a one-time taxable cash grant of $2,000 to a registered
apprentice who has completed their apprenticeship training and obtains their journeyperson certification. The Budget proposes a new
Apprenticeship Incentive Grant for Women. Under this program, women in male-dominated Red Seal trades will be able to receive
$3,000 per year for each of their first two years of training.

TRUSTS
Reporting Requirements

The Budget proposes extensive new reporting requirements for most family trusts, effective for returns required to be filed for 2021 and
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